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FAQ’s for Tournaments 

Americans 

Q What are the rules on American tournaments? 
A These are always on a Sunday and commence at 1pm. If entering a member must always insure 

they are available until 6pm and be on time for the start 
 
Q Explain the format? 
A The tournament entrance form normally remains on the notice board until the Saturday morning. 

Under exceptional circumstances though the organiser may remove the form and try to even the 
numbers. Also, to give everyone a fair chance a 4 with and 4 against format is followed. 

 
Q More men entered than women? 
A Except for one tournament in 2008 we always have more men than women. One reason is we 

have a strong male intermediate membership who enters but very few female intermediates (as 
so many clubs). This creates problem for the organiser in a number of ways. 

1. If only 5 ladies but 10 men, you reduce the men to 5 by means of an illumination process. This 
is not really an option! 

2. The organiser would contact any ladies not playing to see if they would be interested. Of course 
this could send you odd when you were even before. 

3. Improving juniors may be approached to play as a ‘Lady’ but not on medal tournaments. This 
evens the pairings and more ladies may enter tournaments as a result of such arrangements. 

 
Q Who decides who will play as a virtual lady? 
A This is the ultimate nightmare for an organiser. Whoever the organiser approaches to swap you 

can guarantee someone will be annoyed.    
1. When men partner each other it has to be agreed who scores as a lady or man. 
2. If a man, in practice he is playing men’s doubles all afternoon and should return a high score so 

other man could claim he has an unfair advantage. 
3. If as a virtual lady a semi final has every chance of containing only 1 lady or all men’s semi. The 

ladies could now complain. 
4. Each organiser may have a different approach but this would be discussed with all entrants before 

the tournament starts. 
5. If a medal tournament though the intention must be for a mixed semi providing a minimum of 6 

ladies enter. 
 
Q Explain the semi draw? 
A If one group the top 4 ladies and men contest the semi. If 2 groups the semis will be the top 2 

man and ladies from each group other than exceptional circumstances on the day. The format is 
always the top man partners the third lady. Top lady partners the third man. The 2nd lady partners 
4th man and the 4th man partners the second lady. 
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Main Tournaments 
 
Q What is the format? 
A This an open draw tournament in a knockout format. Once the names are drawn the captains will 

seed accordingly. Each round will have a deadline date which must be kept. The rules: 
1. Players must be available for the whole of the weekend, returning from holiday over that 

weekend is classed as not being available. If a doubt ask one of the captains for clarification 
before you enter. 

2. The draw itself takes time with working out byes and seeds but there is not any secrecy. I am 
sure the captains would have no objection if members wished to be an observer at the draw. 

3. In the doubles matches once any match has been played and your partner is injured you are also 
illuminated unless there are players waiting then you may have a second chance. 

4. If no matches have been played the captains would attempt to find you a new partner. 
5. If a match has not been played by the deadline all players are illuminated. 
6. To clarify point 5 the guidelines are: The first player or pair drawn are responsible to give their 

opponents 3 dates to play or an alternative date is agreed. This allows the captains to establish 
who has made the effort to play and if the match was not played who should go to proceed to 
the next round rather than both illuminated. 

7. No matches to be played club nights unless sanctioned in advance by either captain.    
 

Pedvin & Winter Tournament 

 
Q Format? 
A The pair drawn will be a league player partnering a social player. This gives the social player the 

opportunity to learn more about match play and avoids a strong pairing of league players. The 
format is around robin over 2 sets, the first to six in each set. Each game is a point and inevitably 
the two most consistent pairs contest the final. The final is a 3 set match each decided by a tie 
break if necessary.      

 
Q Deadlines dates and rules? 
A Since this is not a knock out format the deadline date for the final match is on the document. But 

remember only a pair who completes their matches qualifies for the final. Other rules such as 
injuries and availability are covered in the main tournament notes. 

 
I am sure you can appreciate the time and effort organiser’s take so members enjoy the tournament.  
Wythall is one of the few clubs who still run tournaments throughout the year. This allows players who  
do not play tennis to enjoy competitive tennis. 
 
Please remember though the organiser also wants to enjoy the afternoon and play tennis while running  
a tournament. Of course mistakes will happen but it won’t be for the want of effort or commitment  
from the organiser. 
 
Any questions not answered you can ask one of the captains or use the suggestion box which became  
operational in the autumn of 2008. The suggestion box is situated by the entrance door (Green Box).   
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